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30An accurate forecast of the concentration of fine dust in the atmosphere is critical because of the negative
31public health impacts associated with high concentrations of particulate matter. To achieve an accurate
32forecast, large volumes of data need to be collected over a wide range of regions to act as forecast model
33boundary conditions. Therefore, the concentration of fine particles should be measured at both fixed
34observatories and from a range of moving monitoring stations, including cars, trains, and aviation vehi-
35cles. To accurately record particulate concentrations at flow velocities up to 200 km h�1, this study pro-
36posed a double-shrouded probe design based on the widely used single-shrouded probe. Using the
37double-shrouded probe, isokinetic sampling for PM2.5 was achieved at velocities up to 200 km h�1, and
38for PM10 at velocities up to 75 km h�1. When flow velocities exceeded these values and particle sizes
39increased, particulate concentrations were overestimated. However, as compared to the single-
40shrouded probe, the double-shrouded probe reduced the level of overestimation markedly.
41� 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Society of Powder Technology Japan. All rights
42reserved.
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46 1. Introduction

47 Aerosol particles, or Particulate Matter (PM) 2.5 and PM10, can
48 have a significant impact on the environment and public health
49 [1–3]. There are various sources of particles that are harmful to
50 the human body. For example, exhaust gases such as nitrogen
51 oxide (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and ozone
52 (O3) from the burning of fossil fuel in power plants, incineration
53 plants, and factories, can combine to create particles that reach
54 diameters of up to micron size in the air [4–6]. In October 2013,
55 fine particulate matter was classified as a Category 1 carcinogen
56 by the World Health Organization, drawing the attention of the
57 public and researchers alike. Recent reporting by the Financial
58 Times highlighted that Seoul, the capital of the Republic of Korea,
59 was designated as one of the top three cities in the world in terms
60 of severe air pollution. As such, it is important for Korea to accu-
61 rately monitor the number and mass concentrations of fine air-
62 borne particles in real time. Many monitoring stations across
63 Korea, run by the Korea Environment Corporation (www.keco.or.
64 kr), measure the concentration of airborne particles and disclose
65 the results in real time. This data is useful for forecasting particle

66concentrations; however, forecast accuracy is low due to boundary
67condition limitations caused by the small number of monitoring
68stations. Mobile monitoring facilities, including vehicles, such as
69cars, trains, vessels, drones, and unmanned aerial vehicles, can pro-
70vide a more accurate forecast by providing two- and three-
71dimensional boundary conditions for forecast models. To facilitate
72mobile air pollution monitoring, it is necessary to develop a probe
73which can effectively sample particles at varying velocities.
74Isokinetic sampling condition means that a representative sam-
75ple of aerosol flows into a sampling tube when aerosol sampling is
76performed in a moving aerosol stream. Therefore, meeting isoki-
77netic sampling conditions is critical to accurate measurement of
78the number and mass concentrations of particles in the atmo-
79sphere. In most cases, isokinetic sampling can be completed when
80the flow into the probe is controlled [7,8]. However, to achieve this,
81pressure also needs to be regulated. Several means of controlling
82the pressure within the probe and meeting the isokinetic sampling
83conditions have been evaluated by using either a hot wire near the
84probe inlet or by raising the temperature of the air current around
85the probe using electric heating [9,10]. The anisokinetic nozzle
86with a shroud was developed so that nuclear fuel storage facilities
87can continuously sample for radionuclide aerosols released
88through stacks [11]. Later, the advantage of the shrouded probe
89was proven when compared to the unshrouded isokinetic sampler
90[12]. More recently, sampling probe technology advanced in order
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91 to sample aerosol particles using airplanes [13]. However, each
92 type of sampling probe is limited in that there is a boundary for
93 the airflow velocity possible for isokinetic sampling in accordance
94 with the intake flow. Additionally, there has been research on an
95 omnidirectional sampling probe, which can conduct particle sam-
96 pling from various directions [14,15]. However, this probe requires
97 a relatively slow air flow velocity, and is only applicable when a
98 large intake flow is available.
99 This research aims to develop a sampling probe, which is not

100 sensitive to the outside air velocity and as such can be used to
101 accurately measure the aerosol particle concentration from various
102 types of vehicles. To achieve this, a sampling probe is proposed
103 with double-shroud structure, based on the shape of the single-
104 shrouded sampling probe described by Gong et al. [16]. Results
105 are compared with the experimental results of Chandra [17] to
106 demonstrate the prediction accuracy of the numerical analysis
107 method used in this study. We find that a sampling probe with
108 double-shroud structure can provide accurate isokinetic fine parti-
109 cle sampling for velocities up to 200 km h�1.

110 2. Numerical methods

111 An estimation of the aspiration ratio of the sampling probe
112 within a high-speed flow was conducted using a three-
113 dimensional simulation. Firstly, in order to establish the numerical
114 method, we followed the probe design described by Gong et al.
115 [16] as shown in Fig. 1. This probe sets the isokinetic sampling con-
116 ditions at the mouth of the sampling tube by lowering the flow
117 velocity using differential pressure through single-shroud. Accord-
118 ing to Gong et al. [16], the length and external diameter of the
119 shroud are 176 and 58 mm, respectively, and its internal diameter
120 (a) is 52 mm. The internal and external diameters of the sampling
121 tube are 15 and 44.5 mm respectively, and the intake flow is 56.6 L
122 min�1. Hence, the average speed of the air within the sampling
123 tube is Ust = 5.34 m s�1. The distance between the shroud inlet
124 and the sampling tube is 90 mm. Two cases (U0 = 8.9, 21.0 m s�1)
125 for the freestream velocity outside of the shroud were considered.
126 Temperature and pressure were set at 15 �C and 101.3 kPa,
127 respectively.
128 This study used the ANSYS FLUENT Release 16.1 for air flow anal-
129 ysis, which is a commercial computational fluid dynamics package,

130to solve continuity, momentum, and energy equations. Air flow
131was assumed to be three-dimensional, steady, incompressible,
132and turbulent. Following the numerical approach of Gong et al.
133[16], the standard k-e turbulence model was employed. The calcu-
134lation domain and boundary conditions for air flow analysis are
135described in Fig. 1b. We conducted a grid-dependence test and
136set the diameter and length of the cylindrical calculation domain
137as 180 and 776 mm, respectively. Approximately 1.8 million mesh
138elements were created. Velocity inlet, pressure outlet, and sym-
139metric conditions to the entrance, exit, and side of the cylindrical
140calculation domain were used as boundary conditions. The velocity
141outlet, which was added to the exit of the sampling tube, facilitated
142air flow into the sampling tube at 56.6 L min�1.
143Particle trajectory was analyzed through DPM (Discrete Phase
144Models) code built in FLUENT. We considered the particle aerody-
145namic size based on the assumption that the particle shape is
146spherical with a density of 1000 kg m�3. Drag, gravity, Brownian
147force, and Saffman lift force were considered as forces acting on
148the particles [18]. In order to revise the drag magnitude, this study
149applied a slip correction factor [19]. It set a particle injection plane
150with a shape of 80 � 80 mm2, 495 mm ahead of the shroud, and
151made 250,000 equally-spaced particles flow at the same speed
152and in same direction as the freestream. These particles were
153assumed to be trapped when they hit the wall. Among the flowing
154particles, we counted howmany particles passed through the sam-
155pling tube outlet and assessed the aspiration ratio (A) using the fol-
156lowing equation:
157

A ¼ Cst

C0
¼ Nst

N0
� Q0

Qst
¼ Nst

N0
� U0

Ust
� a0
ast

ð1Þ
159159

160Here, Cst is the particle number concentration at the mouth of the
161sampling tube and C0 is the particle number concentration in the
162freestream. Isokinetic sampling refers to a situation where a repre-
163sentative sample of aerosol in a moving aerosol stream comes into
164the sampling tube [20]. As a result, when the aspiration ratio is one,
165that is A = 1, isokinetic sampling has occurred. Nst and Qst are the
166number of particles per unit time and the flow rate of air flowing
167into the mouth of the sampling tube, and thus Nst/Qst = Cst..N0 and
168Q0 are the number of particles per unit time and the flow rate of
169air through the particle injection plane, resulting in N0/Q0 = C0. Ust

170and U0 are the average velocity of air flowing through the sampling
171tube and the particle injection plane, respectively, while ast and a0
172are the cross-sectional areas of the flow path in the sampling tube
173and the particle injection plane.
174Fig. 2 shows the shape of the double-shrouded probe proposed
175in this study, having double-shroud structure based on the existing
176single-shrouded probe. For the measurements of the shape of the
177double-shrouded probe, ‘‘a” refers to the size of the inner shroud,
178and ‘‘b,” ‘‘c,” and ‘‘d” determine the size of the outer shroud. In
179particular, d is the location of the outer shroud opening from the
180mouth of the inner shroud. The outer shroud opening is located
181higher than the inner shroud inlet when the value is negative,
182lower when the value is positive, and at the same height when
183d = 0. It should be noted that the downstream end of the outer
184shroud creates an isolated structure. This structure is connected
185to the outer wall of the sampling tube, meaning that air flow is
186released in the opposite direction to the freestream through the
187outer shroud opening immediately after passing through a narrow
188space between the inner shroud and the sampling tube. Because
189the shape and size of the sampling tube is the same as those of
190the original shrouded probe of Gong et al. [16], we analyzed the
191air flow and particle trajectory, and assessed the aspiration ratio
192while changing the size of a, b, c, and d. The calculation domain
193and boundary conditions were the same as those mentioned above.
194In order to determine the particle sampling characteristics within

Fig. 1. Calculation domain for the analysis of single-shrouded probe: (a) design of
single-shrouded probe; (b) boundary conditions and particle injection scheme.
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